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INTRODUCTION
There has been excellent progress in estimating patient dose from body CT scans with the development of the size specific dose estimates (SSDE), published by AAPM Task Group 204. 1 However, these estimates were primarily determined from fixed tube current scans, while the vast majority of clinical body scans use some form of automatic exposure control (AEC) such as TCM. With TCM widely implemented and used as a dose reduction technique, it is important to be able to accurately quantitate and assess dose from these types of scans. In addition, SSDE refers to an average dose in the middle of the scan volume and dose to a homogenous, soft-tissue-like region (the abdomen). For that reason, SSDE is not necessarily a good predictor of dose that is organ-specific per se, not even in the abdomen and especially not in other regions of the body.
While there have been attempts to estimate patient dose from TCM scans, each approach has had its limitations. One challenge is that while all manufacturers have implemented some form of TCM and all adjust tube current as a function of patient size and/or attenuation, the approaches vary substantially across manufacturers. McCollough et al. 2 described the different types of TCM algorithms that have been implemented to date, which include angular-only modulation, longitudinal-only (z-axis-only) modulation and a combination of angular and longitudinal. They also describe several user-set "control parameters" such as Quality Reference mAs (Siemens, Philips), Noise Index (GE), and standard deviation (Toshiba). In addition, some manufacturers allow the user to set minimum and maximum tube current values, a circumstance which further complicates the characterization of TCM profiles. Developing a generalizable approach for estimating dose from TCM scans, in this very heterogeneous environment, is quite challenging.
There have been several analytical efforts to develop a general TCM function based on the basic principles of TCM as a function of patient attenuation. Schlattl et al., 3, 4 published dose conversion coefficients for seven voxelized phantom models spanning a range of body habitus and sex, from infants to adults, and using idealized TCM profiles based on Gies 5 and Kalender et al. 6, 7 While fundamental concepts of TCM may be applicable across CT systems, they differ from the theoretical definition, as described by Gies and Kalender, in manufacturer implementation, in operational parameters available for user selection, and in clinical practice.
Other studies have used Monte Carlo based software programs such as the ImPACT dosimetry calculator and PCXMC to estimate organ dose from TCM scans. Israel et al. 8 used ImPACT and estimated dose to 91 patients who underwent tube current modulated CT exams by computing dose for each image, using extracted tube current values from the DICOM header of image data, and summing for whole-organ and whole-body dose estimates. The patient size limitation of ImPACT was overcome by establishing weight correction factors for different anatomical regions. In addition to the limitation of geometrical phantom used in this study, the difference between actual dose and the estimated dose is unknown and could not be assessed.
He et al. 9 used PCXMC 2.0.1 to investigate how x-ray tube current modulation affects patient dose in chest CT examinations using weighting factors for each projection. The investigated TCM function was theoretical and based on the basic principles of TCM technique, but was neither specific to any one manufacturer's algorithm nor to what is used in clinical practice. The theoretical TCM profiles were modeled as a function of x-ray tube angle binned into 15°intervals, and longitudinal axis of the patient. In contrast, manufacturer algorithms use finer angular intervals (about 0.03°), and some manufacturers also incorporate empirical data derived from observer studies to generate patient-specific TCM functions.
Angel et al. 10 ,11 used tube current values extracted from the raw projection data of actual clinical scans to account for TCM in the Monte Carlo simulations by changing the weight of each simulated photon based on the TCM data. The authors investigated the amount of dose savings in lungs and breasts from using TCM as compared to fixed tube current. This study was performed on a limited number of patients and the TCM data were all from one manufacturer's CT scanner model.
In another recent publication, Tian et al. 12 developed a model to estimate organ dose for clinical chest and abdominopelvic scans using a library of computational phantoms which were utilized to match a selected clinical patient. In this study, the authors used a previously developed 13 theoretical TCM model with the XCAT patient models. Although they were able to generate TCM profiles, these profiles were theoretical and did not take scanner limitations and actual implementations into account, resulting in TCM profiles that were reasonably different from those reported elsewhere in the literature (Figures 3 and 8 of Angel et al., 10 Figure 1 of Angel et al., 11 and Figures 2 and 12 in Khatonabadi et al. 14 ). In addition, the developed dose estimation model was limited in that it was based on a scanner from a single CT manufacturer. A more recent publication by the same author uses the same library of computational phantom to estimate dose to 60 adult patients using the same previously developed theoretical TCM model 13 with different modulation strength. 15 Papadakis et al. 16 recently published a method for estimating dose to primarily exposed organs in pediatric CT, taking into account TCM by implementing tube current values available in the DICOM header of individual images. Although the TCM functions utilized in the simulations were from actual clinical studies, they are representative of a single CT scanner system and TCM algorithm and not generalizable across different CT manufacturers. In addition, this paper only addresses dose from pediatric CT examinations.
To date, no studies have resulted in a generalizable method for estimating organ-specific absorbed doses from tube current modulated CT exams beyond the specific patient or phantom populations used in the study. Hence, despite attempts to accurately estimate dose from tube current modulated scans, currently used dose metrics to assess dose from TCM exams are still scanner reported CTDI vol , which represents an average CTDI vol across the entire scan length, and more recently the size specific dose estimates from AAPM report 204 1 and 220. 17 Thus, there is a need to develop a method to estimate organ dose from CT exams using TCM that utilizes accurate representations of actual TCM profiles and that is robust enough to cover a range of scanners from different manufacturers using different TCM algorithms. The approach described here extends previous approaches by developing a model that not only incorporates patient size and scanner output but also allows incorporation of other important factors. The factors investigated here include: (a) scanner manufacturer, which may help account for differences in TCM approaches and algorithms; (b) anatomic region, which may not only present different attenuation profiles in z plane (as well as x-y plane), but may also invoke different TCM profiles that are adaptive to the anatomic region (e.g., chest TCM profiles may be different from abdominal/pelvic profiles) and (c) organ of interest, which may account for different regional attenuation and TCM profiles that are unique to the organ (e.g., the breast sub-region as compared to the entire lung region). The general approach to model development will be to use estimates that are derived from Monte Carlo simulations using approaches previously described and validated. 10, 11, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] The models being developed will use data from a wide variety of patient sizes, two different anatomic regions and TCM scan data from three different manufacturers.
Therefore, besides extending the results from previous publications, 24, 25 which only used Siemens scanner data, to GE and Toshiba CT scanners, the purpose of this study was to utilize regional CTDI vol and water equivalent diameter (WED) 17 as a proxy for patient size, to develop a dose estimation model using the Generalized Linear Model. This is done using (a) the conventional exponential relationship between normalized organ dose and patient size metric as described in Eq. (1), and (b) using the same relationship along with additional predictors, called categorical variables, that will account for factors such as scanner manufacturer, anatomic region and even specific organ of interest. Both models were evaluated using a test set and compared against currently available dose estimates in the clinic.
where A and B are evaluated from GLM fit parameters.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The overall goal is to establish methods to estimate organ dose from CT exams utilizing TCM. With this work, methods will be developed and tested that account for patient size and scanner output using the conventional approach described by Turner et al. 26, 27 and AAPM TG 204 1 as well as methods employing the generalized linear model (GLM) approach. GLM allows the incorporation of patient size and scanner output, in addition to other factors that account for patient-specific, anatomic-specific, and scanner-specific factors and the complex interaction between an individual patient's anatomy and the TCM algorithms from different manufacturers. All models will be developed based on dose estimates provided by a validated Monte Carlo simulation approach that incorporates details of the scanner (e.g., spectral information, bowtie filter, geometry), patient information (organ locations based on actual scan image data), and TCM data (derived from patient scan data). The results of these simulations form the basis for both developing each dose estimation model and for testing the accuracy of the developed models.
2.A. Voxelized patient models
Voxelized patient models were generated from axial CT images acquired on three different CT scanner manufacturer models at four different institutions: (a) UCLA (Siemens data), (b) the MD Anderson Cancer Center in Houston, TX, (GE data) (c) UT Southwestern Medical Center (adult Toshiba data), and (d) Arkansas Children's Hospital (pediatric Toshiba data). All Siemens data were collected from three different Siemens Sensation 64 slice scanners with CareDose 4D software with "average" strength settings. GE data were collected from a single CT model, LightSpeed VCT, with Smart mA tube current modulation option. Toshiba data were collected from a single model CT, the Aquilion 64, with SUREExposure. Imaging parameters were variable among sites with most pediatric scanning performed with 100 kVp and adult imaging with 120 kVp. The institutional review board at each institution approved the collection of the data. The raw projections were only available from scans acquired at UCLA, and therefore, only those scans were used to extract detailed tube current information for use in the MC simulations. For all GE and Toshiba data, tube current value available in the DICOM header of each image was used to generate z-axis only modulation (longitudinal modulation) profiles for each patient to use in TCM simulations. This approach has been previously shown to provide acceptable organ dose estimates when compared to estimates based on the detailed (angular and longitudinal) tube current data. 14 Along with patient images, patient dose reports were also collected. Table I summarizes the types and numbers of clinical studies collected from the different CT scanners. A total of 332 patient data sets were collected for use in this study.
Patient images from scans on Siemens and GE scanners were reconstructed with 500 mm field of view to ensure body coverage throughout the entire scan length. All adult patients scanned on the Toshiba scanner from UT Southwestern Medical Center were either reconstructed at 500 or 400 mm FOV with only minimal or no cutoff of anatomy. All pediatricpatient data from the Toshiba Aquilion 64 scanner at Arkansas Children's Hospital were collected retrospectively with no possibility of reconstructing the images at a larger FOV. These pediatric-patient images were reconstructed using 200 mm to 400 mm FOV, which resulted in some cases having some missing anatomy (mostly fat and soft tissue). None of these patients had cutoffs within the regions/organs of interest (i.e., organs for which dose simulations were performed).
Liver, spleen, and kidneys were identified using semiautomated contouring techniques in all abdomen/pelvis studies. Lungs and glandular breast tissues were contoured in all thorax studies, with the breast being segmented only in female patients. Segmented images were used to generate voxelized patient models as described in previous publications. 10, 11 A total of 332 voxelized patient models were created for this study. From those voxelized patient models, a total of 714 organs were contoured. Figure 1 shows the range of patient sizes used in this study. Both patients were scanned on the same CT scanner and images were reconstructed using a 500 mm field of view.
2.B. Patient size metrics
Collected axial CT images were used to determine WED on an image by image basis. As shown in the previous publication, 25 with regard to the abdomen, no significant difference was observed in the numerical value of effective diameter and WED (Effective diameter is the diameter of a circle that has the same cross-sectional area as the patient at a given z-axis or longitudinal location. However, WED is the diameter of a cylinder of water with the same x-ray absorption of a patient). However, for the thorax, a statistically significant difference between these metrics was observed, especially for estimation of dose to lungs, where the overall attenuation is significantly less than in a region of predominantly soft-tissue organs of density comparable to that of water. In particular, regional WED showed a statistically significant improvement over effective diameter for estimating dose to lungs. Hence, regional WED was employed for creating dose estimation models in this study.
2.C. Monte Carlo simulation tool
The Monte Carlo software package MCNPX (Monte Carlo N-particle eXtended version 2.7.0) was utilized for all the simulations. 26, 28 The generic source code of MCNPX was modified to model a MDCT scanner geometry and spectrum. [18] [19] [20] [21] The code is capable of selecting the appropriate energy spectrum data, previously generated using the "equivalent source" method by Turner et al., 21 and other user-specified variables such as scan start, and scan length in a socalled input file, an MCNPX-generated text file with specific instructions on the path of individual photons.
In the case of TCM simulations, an additional text file with information on individual tube position, tube angle, and tube current value throughout the scan, which is either extracted from the raw projection data of actual CT scans or from the DICOM header of the images, is utilized in the simulation. Extensive validation of this MC simulation package under a wide variety of conditions including TCM has been previously reported.
22,23
2.D. Generation of reference organ dose values
We used the Monte Carlo simulation tool (2.C) to generate organ dose values that will serve as reference values for the remainder of this work. For each patient model, the appropriate TCM functions were used and estimates were obtained for each of the segmented organs described above. In addition to the reference organ dose values, regional CTDI vol , and regional WED were calculated for each patient. Regional CTDI vol values were used to normalize the simulated reference organ dose values as described in Khatonabadi et al. 24 2.E. Development of dose estimation models
2.E.1. Generalizability of regional CTDI vol across CT manufacturers
To verify the generalizability of the regional CTDI vol across the CT scanner models studied, the conventional relationship between normalized organ dose and patient size was explored using two different normalization factors and WED as patient size metric: (a) CTDI vol , Regional (CTDI vol value corrected to represent tube output at a specific region) and (b) CTDI vol,Global (CTDI vol value reported by the scanner based on an average tube current across the entire scan length). To examine each normalization factor, the log-transformation of normalized organ dose is used to fit a linear regression with the covariate of WED. Different regression analyses were performed on differently categorized datasets; investigating scanner-specific, organ-specific, and pooled dataset fits. The coefficient of determination from the linear regression was reported to compare the appropriateness of each normalization factor (CTDI vol , Regional versus CTDI vol,Global ).
2.E.2. Overview of various dose estimation models
Once the generalizability of regional CTDI vol across studied CT scanner models was established, dose estimation models using regional CTDI vol and regional WED were developed. The conventional estimation model as used in generating conversion factors to calculate SSDE is a simple exponential model that describes the relationship between normalized phantom dose and effective diameter. While this approach has been shown to be very useful in estimating SSDE across a range of CT scan protocols, [29] [30] [31] there remain some limitations in its ability to accurately estimate specific organ doses, such as dose to the glandular breast tissue, especially under TCM scanning conditions. Therefore, to extend the model, a statistical method was investigated using the generalized linear model (GLM), a generalization of linear regression. Logarithmic transformation of dose values was used to meet the GLM assumption of a normally distributed response function.
With regard to this work, the response variable is the organ dose normalized by regional CTDI vol and the predictors are WED, as in the conventional model described above in Eq. (1), as well as possible extensions to several sub-categorical variables, such as scanner manufacturer models which includes individual categorical variables of Siemens Sensation 64, Toshiba Aquilion 64, and GE LightSpeed VCT, exam type (Chest or Abd/Pel), organs (lung, breast, liver, kidney, spleen), and patient sub-categories (adults versus pediatrics). In our analysis, each of the categorical variables is binary, that is, each can take on the value 0 or 1. For instance, exam type abdomen/pelvis can either take on the value 1 for including the exam type to be abdomen/pelvis or it can be 0. A value of 1 indicates that the (logarithmically transformed) normalized organ dose data associated with that categorical variable are included in the linear regression, whereas a value of 0 indicates that the associated data are excluded from the linear regression.
The conventional dose estimation model is:
where a is a constant and b 1 is a coefficient of WED. By adding categorical variables, Eq. (2) can be rewritten as:
LnðNormalized Organ DoseÞ¼ aþfðb 1 ÂWEDÞ þðb 2 ÂScannerðe:g:SiemensÞÞ þðb 3 ÂOrganðe:g:BreastsÞÞ þ...g ð 3Þ Table II highlights the two dose estimation models, their definitions, and their response variables. Differently constructed models were compared using adjusted R 2 , correlations and significance of correlations. The regression analysis includes two-sided P-values used in testing coefficient predictors of the independent variables. STATA version 14.0 (College Station, TX 77845 USA) was used for the analyses.
2.F. Model training and testing
Monte Carlo simulations were performed for all 332 patients to obtain dose to 714 organs which were used as reference organ dose values. Patients were stratified by organ, gender, and scanner using their calculated WED into a training set of 60% (200 patients and 432 organ observations) and test set of 40% (132 patients and 282 organ observations) of all patients. The stratification was performed using WED to ensure a similar size distribution within both, the training and test sets. The 40/60 division of the data is entirely empirical; however, as a rule of thumb, for every predictor variable in the model, at least 10 patients are recommended for good statistics. 32, 33 Both dose estimation models were constructed using the training set. For the conventional model, an exponential model as described by Eq. (2), was constructed using STATA regress function with LnðNormalized Organ DoseÞ as the dependent variable and patient size (regional WED) as the independent variable. The output of regress was studied and the statistical significance of the model was verified using adjusted R 2 , R 2 , the P-value of the model and its root mean squared error. Next, regress function with the same dependent and independent variable was explored along with binary categorical variables as described in Eq. (3). First, all possible categorical variables were used in the model and then omitted either due to collinearity with other variables or because the results of the t-statistics. T-statistics tests whether a given coefficient is significantly different than zero. The coefficient for a particular categorical variable is significantly different from zero if its P-value is smaller than 0.05. The STATA output of investigated models can be found in the Appendix.
2.G. Comparison of model estimates to currently used dose estimates
For all 132 collected patients in the test set, CTDI vol values were either collected from patient dose reports or estimated based on kVp and collimation dependent mGy/mAs ratios. For all the Toshiba patient models, CTDI vol values were calculated using kVp and beam collimation dependent mGy/ mAs ratios. This was necessary because for the version of software in use at the time of the scans, Toshiba dose reports utilized the maximum tube current rather than the average mA to calculate CTDI vol for an exam. DICOM headers from patient images were used to automatically extract average mA values and calculate an average mA for the exam, which was then utilized to calculate a CTDI vol value.
WED values were also calculated for the same 132 patients using semi-automatically generated segmentation of the whole body on the axial CT images to separate anatomy from surrounding air and table. These measurements were 34 using each patient's specific scanning parameters. Depending on the exam type, the scan ranges were specified on the MIRD phantom. To account for TCM, the average tube current through the entire scan length was utilized. For each patient, the parameters and exam length were selected and doses to liver, spleen, and kidneys from all the abdomen/pelvis exams, and breasts and lungs from thoracic exams were recorded.
Each of the different dose estimates (CTDIvol, SSDE, ImPACT-calculator organ dose, and organ dose value generated with the GLM organ dose estimation models) was compared to its respective reference organ dose value (Section 2.D, a "gold standard" as it were) obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation performed for each patient examination. From the resulting comparisons of each dose value to its respective reference dose value, the mean percent difference, standard deviation, minimum, and maximum were calculated across all patient exams of the test set. In addition, a one-sample t-test was used for each associated dose-evaluation method to compare the estimation method from the reference method (Monte Carlo simulation). Data were analyzed using STATA 14.0 (StataCorp; College Station, TX, USA).
RESULTS

3.A. Generalizability of regional CTDI vol across CT manufacturers
The conventional relationship between normalized organ dose and patient size metric, as shown by Eq. (2), was investigated for global CTDI vol,Global versus regional CTDI vol, Regional , to illustrate the generalizability of the regional CTDI vol as a normalization factor in tube current modulated CT examinations across all CT manufacturer models. This comparison was done using the training set. Table III summarizes the results for scanner and organ-specific models along with results across studied CT scanner models and organs. Tables A1 and A2 in Appendix show the STATA output tables for regional and global CTDI vol , respectively. The table shows improved R 2 values when using regional CTDI vol versus global CTDI vol . This improvement is almost seen across all organs and all three scanners. The increase in R 2 from using regional versus global information is more noticeable for Siemens scanner than it is for GE and Toshiba.
As confirmed in previous publications 24, 25 and seen from Table III, it is evident that overall regional CTDI vol performs as a better normalization factor compared to global CTDI vol . Figure 2 illustrates reference organ dose values in the training set normalized by global CTDI vol versus global WED and the corresponding fit. Figure 3 shows a similar comparison except that (a) the normalization factor for the organ doses is the regional CTDI vol , and (b) the abscissa is the regional WED. Turner et al. 26, 27 showed that in a fixed tube current setting normalization by CTDI vol accounts for dose differences among scanners. Another interpretation of this work is that in a TCM setting, regional CTDI vol has similar capabilities and can eliminate scanner output differences that exists among different scanners due to either different imaging parameters, x-ray spectrum, or TCM algorithms. Figures 4 and 5 show manufacturer-specific organ dose and normalized organ dose by regional CTDI vol , versus regional WED, respectively.
3.B. Conventional dose estimation model -without categorical variables
The verification of the generalizability of regional CTDI vol allows for a scanner-independent dose estimation model across all the data points, which is described by Eq. (2) and shown in Figs 4 and 5. Table IV shows the coefficient of the independent variable, regional WED, and the constant a along with their P-values and the model's adjusted R 2 and R 2 .
3.C. Dose estimation model with categorical variables
There are 13 possible categorical variables (GE, Siemens, Toshiba, Liver, Spleen, Kidneys, Lungs, Breasts, Abdomen/ Pelvis, Chest, Male, Female, Peds) available for building the organ dose estimation model along with the continuous variable, regional WED. To narrow down the list and choose the most appropriate model and variable, results in Table III are graphically represented using plots of fitted (estimated) values along with reference organ doses normalized by regional CTDI vol versus regional WED. Figures 6-9 show individual fits versus simulated normalized reference values across scanners and organs, illustrating all organ-specific models for each individual scanner and also organ-specific fitted models for all three scanners combined. It is apparent that normalized breast dose behaves similarly across individual scanners. A similar observation is made for the abdominal organs. Figure 9 demonstrates a distinct difference between normalized breast dose and all the other normalized organ doses, which slightly overlap. This could be due to differences in position and location of breasts within human anatomy; breasts are smaller and more peripherally positioned organ than liver, kidneys, spleen, and lungs, which are larger, more in-depth organs.
Within individual scanners, the difference between normalized organ doses is small for larger patients, but it diverges with decreasing patient size. These differences among normalized organ doses are more profound for Siemens than Standard errors in parentheses. ***P < 0.01, **P < 0.05, *P < 0.1. for GE and Toshiba. This spread of data seen for smaller patients could at least partially be due to patient positioning. Ideally, a consistent positioning across all patients would reduce variability in individual organ doses; however, patient positioning within the gantry is a variable that is hard to control. The positioning of patients has a larger impact on organ dose among smaller patients than it does on larger patients, since the variability in positioning of larger patients is more limited.
The regression analysis will be improved by adding appropriate categorical predictors to the model. A previously mentioned, there appears to be a distinct difference between normalized breast dose and all the other normalized organ doses (Fig. 9) . Therefore, "Breasts" could be a possible categorical variable. The result of the regression analysis [Eq. (4)] using the variable "Breasts" is shown in Table V .
Similar analyses were done for other categorical variables and the t-statistics were used to determine their appropriateness in terms of improving the estimation model. While the quantitative improvement was the main variable in comparing different models with different categorical variables, the practicality of the model was also considered. Although there were other categorical variables that resulted in slightly improved dose model (increased R 2 ) with significant coefficients, the improvement was very small. The STATA output tables of different models investigated are shown in Appendix Tables A3-A5 . Table V illustrates the final dose estimation model, which has only one categorical variable; hence, a simpler model but still capable of explaining, along with patient size, 84% of the variation of normalized organ doses. Equation (5) illustrates the mathematical form of the final dose estimation model with a single categorical variable.
Ln
Organ Dose CTDI vol;Regional ¼ 1:5 À fðÀ0:45 Â WEDÞ þ ðÀ0:18 Â BreastsÞg (5) Figure 10 illustrates the fit as described by Eq. (5) along with normalized reference organ doses from the training set. As shown in this plot, the categorical variable "Breasts" allows for a broader fit of the data which can cover the spread of this dataset and relate it to differences among patients' breasts dose as a result of either organ size and shape variability or patient positioning.
3.D. Comparison of different dose estimates with reference organ dose values
After development of appropriate organ dose estimation models using the training set, their performance was tested and compared to currently used methods (SSDE and ImPACT) using the test set. Each dose estimation model/method was applied on the test set by calculating an organ dose using patient-specific data required for each dose estimation method. Estimated organ doses were compared to the reference organ dose values described in 2.D (Monte Carlo simulated organ doses) by calculating mean percent differences. Table VI summarizes the mean percent difference and its corresponding standard deviation and a minimum and maximum percent difference for each organ dose estimation approach and organ.
In addition to the descriptive tables, the analysis is also graphically represented in Fig. 11 , showing the analysis for all dose estimates as compared to the reference organ dose values. Furthermore, estimated organ doses were compared to reference organ dose values using t-test analysis. The plus signs in the figure represent P < 0.05, indicating that the dose estimate resulted in significantly different organ doses compared to reference organ dose values. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Computed Tomography Dose Index is a simple robust measure of CT scanner output and while it is not patient dose, its usefulness in organ dose prediction has been proven. As mentioned in the introduction, CTDI vol was used to normalize organ doses from fixed tube current CT exams resulting from different scanners to eliminate differences among scanners. However, its usefulness in TCM exams is limited due to varying tube current which is a function of patient attenuation and thus wholly patient-specific. In addition, there are substantial differences across scanners in implementation and optimization of TCM, which further complicates the general relationship between tube output and patient attenuation/size. Regional CTDI vol was observed to take into account varying tube current by concentrating on regions with similar attenuation properties.
The improvement of using regional CTDI vol over global CTDI vol was more evident for the Siemens scanner than it was for GE and Toshiba, which suggests a dependence on different manufacturer TCM algorithms. Taking a closer look at TCM functions from all three scanners, a more consistent pattern and more extreme modulation of the tube current is observed for Siemens scanners compared to GE and Toshiba. Figure 12 shows different TCM functions from different CT scanners and two different examinations, chest and abdomen/ pelvis. In addition to these typical TCM functions with minor z-axis modulation shown for GE and Toshiba, there were several patients with almost no modulation at all. As seen in this figure, minor modulation of the TCM implies small differences between regional and global CTDI vol values; hence, the reason for the small improvement, or even no improvement in some instances, of the R 2 with regional CTDI vol compared to global CTDI vol for these two scanner manufacturers could be their moderate modulation of tube current along the z-axis. This hypothesis certainly needs further evaluation to be confirmed.
It is also worth noting that the output of a patient-specific TCM profile in GE and Toshiba may be very user-dependent in that the user may specify more input parameters for the TCM algorithm (min mA, max mA, and noise index/standard deviation) than for Siemens (Quality Reference mAs). The output of GE and Toshiba's TCM algorithms are highly dependent on the protocol used and specifically on the userspecified minimum and maximum tube current values. Protocols are not consistent across hospitals, with the implication that the outcome of TCM algorithms in GE and Toshiba scanners is likely to be very site-specific, i.e., different sites using the same scanner models may have different TCM profiles. As shown in Fig. 12 , for both GE and Toshiba, the maximum tube current does not seem to be reaching 500 mA or higher for chest and 300 mA or higher for abdomen/pelvis. The minimum and maximum mA may be acting as boundaries for the modulated tube current and it seems the output of the TCM algorithm is heavily dependent on these specific settings.
However, the results of this study do indicate that normalizing organ dose by regional CTDI vol does help create uniformity across sites as shown in Figs 4 and 5. One specific example is that patient models generated using Toshiba data consist of images received from two different institutions. All adult patient images were collected at UT Southwestern Medical Center, while pediatric images were obtained from Arkansas Children's Hospital. As illustrated in Fig. 13(a) , the absolute doses from these two institutions stand out as two distinct populations. However, after normalizing these organ doses with regional CTDI vol , all data points fall along the same line ( Fig. 13(b) ), eliminating difference in scan parameters including differences in set minimum and maximum tube current. Overall, the results of this manuscript show the heterogeneity of organ dose among different organs and different scanners when TCM is utilized. It was also shown that regional CTDI vol is capable of eliminating most of these differences and that while some scanner and protocol-specific differences can be normalized out, some patient-specific differences, such as patient positioning, positioning of the organs within the patient, and organ size differences can be taken into account by introducing categorical variables into the dose estimation model. The generated model can be used to estimate dose from any abdominal and thoracic TCM scan by utilizing regional CTDI vol , which can be calculated from tube current data available in the DICOM header of individual images, and WED, as described in AAPM report 220. 17 For instance, to calculate lung dose from a chest scan, the clinician can use Eq. (5) along with two patient-specific metrics, regional CTDI vol (calculated over the low attenuating region of lung) and regional WED. Both metrics, WED and CTDI vol,Regional , can theoretically be made available by the manufacturers, as the technological capabilities already exist.
Although the developed and tested dose estimation model in this study has the capability to estimate organ dose more accurately than the existing methods, it is limited to only five fully irradiated organs and two typical CT examinations. It is not capable of assessing dose to partially or indirectly irradiated organs, nor is it able to estimate effective dose. To be able to estimate effective dose, fully segmented patient models with realistic TCM profiles are required. Current investigations are focusing on methods to estimate TCM profiles for fully segmented models to be able to assess dose to partially and indirectly irradiated organs to make an estimate of effective dose. 35 Another limitation of the generated dose estimation model in this study is the uncertainty associated with the estimates, which seem to be higher for smaller patients. Although the mean percent differences reported in Table VI for the model with categorical variables are all below 6%, the uncertainty associated with model for individual patient may be much higher. Table VI also reports the minimum and maximum percent differences in each organ, which can be up to 30% for individual patient estimates.
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APPENDIX
The following tables are the STATA output tables generated for the regression analyses performed to create different dose estimation models. Specific tests used to determine the significance of models and appropriateness of utilized categorical variables are as follows:
(1) The F-statistics and its P-value were used to determine if the independent variables reliably predict the dependent variable. P-value less than 0.05, indicates that the independent variables reliably predict the dependent variables. (2) R 2 is the proportion of variance in the dependent variable which can be predicted from the independent variables. (3) Adjusted R 2 is an adjustment of the R 2 that penalizes the addition of extraneous predictors to the model. (4) T-test and its associated P-value are used in testing the null hypothesis that the coefficient is zero. Coefficients having P-values less than 0.05 are significant. Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: mbostani@mednet.ucla.edu. 
